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INTEC CPP-603 Basin Water Treatment System 
Closure: Process Design 

1. PURPOSE 

This document describes the engineering activities that have been completed in support of the 
closure plan for the Idaho Nuclear Technology and Engineering Center (INTEC) CPP-603 Basin Water 
Treatment System. This effort includes detailed assessments of methods and equipment for performing 
work in four areas: 

1. A cold (nonradioactive) mockup system for testing equipment and procedures for vessel cleanout 
and vessel demolition. 

2. Cleanout of process vessels to meet standards identified in the closure plan. 

3. Dismantlement and removal of vessels, should it not be possible to clean them to required 
standards in the closure plan. 

4. Cleanout or removal of pipelines and pumps associated with the CPP-603 basin water treatment 
system. Cleanout standards for the pipes will be the same as those used for the process vessels. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Expected Closure Plan Requirements 

The draft closure plan includes specific numerical limits for contaminants of concern. The draft 
closure plan has not been approved. Action levels are subject to change per approval of the 
“HWMA/RCRA Closure Plan for the Idaho Nuclear Technology and Engineering Center CPP-603 
VES-SFE-106 Tank and Basin Water Treatment Systems,” (DOE-ID 2002). A vessel or pipeline will be 
considered clean if the final rinsewater from the equipment meets these published limits. These values are 
given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Contaminants of concern and action levels. 

Contaminants  
of Concern Health Effect

Health-Based  
Concentration Level

(ppm) 

TCLP Regulatory 
Level
(ppm) 

Action Levels 
(ppm)a

2-Butanone Na 1.00E+05 2.00E+02 2.00E+02 

4-Methyl-2-pentanone Na 1.00E+05 — 1.00E+05 

Aluminum Na 1.00E+05 — 1.00E+05 

Arsenic Ca 2.70E+00 5.00E+00 2.70E+00 

Barium Na 1.00E+05 1.00E+02 1.00E+02 

Cadmium Ca 9.80E+02 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 

Chromium Ca 4.50E+02 5.00E+00 5.00E+00 

Lead Na 7.50E+02 5.00E+00 5.00E+00 

Mercury Na 6.10E+02 2.00E-01 2.00E-01 

Selenium Na 1.00E+04 1.00E+00 1.00E+00 

Silver Na 1.00E+04 5.00E+00 5.00E+00 

Toluene Na 5.20E+02 — 5.20E+02 

Uranium Na 1.18E+03 — 1.18E+03 
Na = noncarcinogen

Ca = carcinogen

— No toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) value 
a. If no TCLP, the action level is the calculated health-based concentration level. If the calculated health-based concentration
level is greater than TCLP then the action level is less than TCLP.  

2.2 Vessels to be Cleaned or Removed 

There are 10 tanks in the system to be closed: three sand filters, four ion exchange vessels, a filter 
backwash tank, a clarifier, and a regenerant makeup tank. The sand filters and ion exchange vessels have 
internal distribution and collection headers. The filter backwash tank and the regenerant solution tank 
have no internal piping. The clarifier has a small, enclosed mixing zone in the center of the vessel. Table 
2 provides a description of the tanks.

All vessels are located in Building CPP-603. The sand filters, clarifier, and filter backwash tank are 
located behind a shielded wall in the southeast corner of the facility. The new ion exchange tanks are 
located in a shielded room near the east wall of CPP-603. The old ion exchange vessels are in another 
shielded room in the same area. The regenerant makeup tank is adjacent to the new ion exchange tank 
room. 
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Table 2. Estimates of liquid and solid volumes associated with vessel cleanout. 

Vessel ID Vessel Name Volume 
(gal)

Dimensions  
(diameter x 

length) 

Estimate of 
Dewatered 
Solids (gal) 

Comments 

SF-108 Filter Backwash Hold Tank 6,500 10 ft x 12.6 ft 325 Estimate 5% full of solids 

SF-109 Clarifier 5,200 12 ft x 12.8 ft  
(cone bottom) 

104 Estimate 2% full of solids 

SF-113 Sand Filter 1,163 6 ft x 5.5 ft 582 Estimate media occupies 
half of vessel volume 

SF-114 Sand Filter 1,163 6 ft x 5.5 ft 582 Estimate media occupies 
half of vessel volume 

SF-115 Sand Filter 1,163 6 ft x 5.5 ft 582 Estimate media occupies 
half of vessel volume 

SF-130 Regenerant Makeup Tank 4,283 9 ft x 9 ft 86 Estimate 2% full of solids 

SF-131 New IX Column 1,421 5.5 ft x 8.1 ft. 711 Estimate media occupies 
half of vessel volume 

SF-132 New IX Column 1,421 5.5 ft x 8.1 ft. 711 Estimate media occupies 
half of vessel volume 

SF-101 Old IX Column 423 3 ft x 8 ft 212 Estimate media occupies 
half of vessel volume 

SF-102 Old IX Column 423 3 ft x 8 ft – Vessel is empty 
Total 

Volume 
   3,892  

2.3 Piping To Be Cleaned or Removed 

As noted above, some of the piping will be flushed and rinsed with demineralized water, and the 
final rinse will be sampled and analyzed for those constituents identified in Table 1. The results of the 
analyses will be compared to the closure action criteria shown in Table 1 to determine the appropriate 
disposition pathway. Other piping, which consists mostly of abovegrade lines, will be removed without 
flushing and managed in a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle C facility. Table 3 
lists the individual lines and the specific actions expected to be taken. The decision to remove or flush 
lines was based on the perceived difficulty and expense of flushing compared to removal. 
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Table 3. Piping to be closed.

Line ID 
Length

(ft)

Piping Plan 
(compare with drawings in 

Appendix A)

2” PLA-100183 144 ft Decontaminate 

2” PLA-101208 117 ft Decontaminate 

2” PSA-100277 160 ft Decontaminate 

2” PSA-100278 6 ft Remove 

2” BWA-100280 2 ft Remove 

2” BWA-100283 10 ft Remove 

2” BWA-100284 2 ft Remove 

2” PSA-100285 6 ft Decontaminate 

3/4” PSA-100292 35 ft Remove 

3/4” PSA-100293 10 ft Remove 

2”PLA-100313 95 ft Decontaminate 

4”PLA-100337 35 ft Decontaminate 

4”PLA-100338 13 ft Decontaminate 

Sand filter floor drain (unknown line number) 20 ft Decontaminate 

3” PSA-105570 22 ft Decontaminate 

4” PSA-105570 20 ft Decontaminate 

3” PSA-105571 25 ft Remove 

3” PSA-105572 40 ft Decontaminate 

3” PSA-105573 8 ft Remove 

3” PSA-105574 5 ft Remove 

3” PSA-105575 15 ft Decontaminate 

3” PLA-105576 15 ft Decontaminate 

3” PSA-105584 15 ft Decontaminate 

3” PSA-105585 3 ft Remove 

2” PSA-105586 4 ft Remove 

2” PSA-105587 3 ft Remove 

2” PSA-105588 3 ft Remove 

3” PSA-105589 12 ft Remove 

2” PLA-105591 108 ft Decontaminate 

2” PLA-105592 15 ft Decontaminate 



Table 3. (continued.) 
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Line ID 
Length

(ft)

Piping Plan 
(compare with drawings in 

Appendix A)

3” BWA-105593 381 ft Decontaminate 

3” PLA-105597 2 ft Remove 

2” PSA-106398 50 ft Decontaminate 

1/2” RWA-113207 15 ft Remove 

1/2” RWA-113208 15 ft Remove 

6” PSN-101202 60 ft Remove 

3” PLN-101203 30 ft Remove 

1” BWN-101205 3 ft Remove 

1-12” PSN-101211 12 ft Remove 

2” PSN-101212 30 ft Remove 

2” HAN-101215 2 ft Remove 

4” HAN-101219 5 ft Remove 

2” PSA-110473 20 ft Remove 

2” sand filter vent lines (3), unknown line number 40 ft Remove 

Total piping length 1633 ft  

3. VESSEL CLEANING 

3.1 Scope 

The vessel cleanout portion of the project will involve pumping water and solids from each tank, 
then rinsing the tank to remove residual chemical contamination. The material removed from the vessels 
will be pumped to high-integrity containers (HICs) for filtration. The filtrate will be collected in 
temporary tanks and then pumped to the process equipment waste evaporator (PEWE) for further 
treatment. The solids collected in the HICs will be stabilized to render them nonhazardous. The solids will 
then be transported to the Radioactive Waste Management Complex (RWMC) for disposal. Bechtel 
BWXT Idaho, LLC (BBWI) operations personnel will perform actual vessel cleaning. A subcontractor 
will perform filtration, grouting, and transportation of the stabilized solids. 

Before cleanout operations can begin, equipment will have to be installed in and around each 
vessel. Scaffolding will be erected to allow operators to access the top of each vessel. 

An overall process flowsheet is provided in Appendix A-1. As shown on that sketch, some of the 
process equipment will be procured, installed, and operated by BBWI; some will be provided and 
operated by a subcontractor. BBWI will be responsible for emptying the process vessels, for 
decontaminating them, and for managing the water used in the process. The subcontractor will provide 
equipment and materials for collecting and dewatering solids pumped from the vessels, stabilizing the 
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solids to meet RCRA requirements for disposal, transporting the stabilized solids for disposal, and 
providing analytical support to the overall process. 

Descriptions of the process equipment and operations are given below. Table 4 lists the BBWI-
supplied equipment and identifies if it will be used for vessel cleaning, vessel removal, or the mockup 
tests.

The process will utilize the truck bay running east and west along the south side of CPP-603. 
Essentially, all of the space from the east roll-up door to the intersection with the north-south truck bay 
will be required. This area will be the location for the subcontractor’s equipment, the three polyethylene 
(poly) tanks, and a small 90-day storage area for HICs containing stabilized solids awaiting analytical 
results. The space in the truck bay should be adequate for two semi-trailers for subcontractor equipment, 
the three 1,500 gallon tanks, and at least ten 60-in. HICs. 

3.2 BBWI-Supplied Equipment for Washing 

3.2.1 Centrifugal Pump

One centrifugal pump will be required. This pump will be electrically powered (480Vac, three 
phase). This pump will be capable of producing supply pressures to the cleaning nozzle of up to 100 psi; 
however, the current estimate is that 40 to 60 psi at 70 to 85 gpm, respectively, will be required for 
effectively fluidizing the sand filter media and washing the inside of the unit. These flows and pressures 
will require a pump in the 4 to 5-hp range and, as a result, 480Vac, three-phase power will be required to 
operate the electric motor. This pump will be provided with a recirculation (relief) valve so that in the 
event that the pump discharge was blocked, sufficient water can be rerouted back to the pump suction to 
prevent damage to the pump internals due to overheating. Pressure to the wash nozzle located inside the 
sand filter will be manually controlled by a manually operated globe valve on the rigid section of piping 
outside of the vessel, where the wash nozzle is located. Adjacent and just downstream of the globe valve 
will be a direct pressure-indicating device (pressure gauge) to monitor wash water pressure for the nozzle. 
The supply water to the pump will be provided from the poly tank via a flexible hose. The rigid piping 
section of the pump discharge prior to the flexible hose connection will contain a flow meter of sufficient 
capacity to monitor flow rates to the wash nozzle as the pressure is adjusted by the manually operated 
globe valve. All flexible hoses will be purchased with appropriate pressure rating and “Kam-lokR”-type 
couplings (except garden-type hoses) for ease of installation. 

3.2.2 Diaphragm Pump 

Two air-operated diaphragm pumps will be required. One of the pumps will take suction from the 
vessel being cleaned to remove the fluidized beds contents and wash water for transport to the HIC. 
Diaphragm pumps were chosen for this application because of their ability to move solids and liquids 
together. The suction line on the vessel pump will be of flexible polyethylene to allow it to be moved into 
cramped areas to remove pockets of solids that may get trapped around vessel internals. 

The second pump will be required to dewater the HIC by taking suction on the HIC connection port 
that allows clean water to be removed through the filter media located inside the HIC. The water removed 
from the HIC by the dewatering pump will be discharged back to the poly tanks. Air to operate the 
diaphragm pumps will come from a portable compressor supplied from the equipment pool at the Central 
Facilities Area. Flexible air hose (¾ in.) will be connected from the compressor using the typical 
“Chicago”-style fittings to the ¾-in. manual ball valve that is attached to the diaphragm pump. Air 
exhausted from the pumps will be allowed to vent directly to the ambient environment. 
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Table 4. Equipment procurement list. 

Item System 
Usea

Total
Number 

Units
Required 

Utilities   Notes 

   Compressed Air Electric Power Demineralized 
Water 

Vessel Diaphragm 
Pump

MU, VC 2 each 30 scfm @ 60 psig   Wilden W4 

HIC Diaphragm Pump MU 1 each 30 scfm @ 60 psig   Supplied with vendor 
system for vessel 
cleanout

Remote Video Camera 
System 

MU, VC 1 each  120 V, 1 phase,  
60 Hz 

 IST mini-PTZ unit 

Composite Sampler MU, VC 1 each  120V, 1 phase,  
 0.5 amp @  

60 Hz 

 CENTEC model XXI 
slurry sampler 

Monitor and 
Instruments

MU, VC   120 V, 1 phase, 
1 amp @ 60 Hz 

Spray Nozzles MU, VC 2 each   70 gpm @  
40 psi 

Lechler Teflon 
Whirling type 

Cleaning Spray 
Pump/Water Recycle 
Pump

MU, VC 2 each  480 V, 3 phase, 
5 hp 

approx. 100 gpm 
max.

Centrifugal-type pump

Nibbler MU,a

VRb
3 each  120 V, 1 phase, 

60 Hz 
 Trumpf Model N 

1000-0
Plasma Torch VR 2 each  120 V, 1 phase, 

60 Hz 
 Lincoln Pro-Cut 55 

Nibbler Attachment 
Device

MU,a

VRa
2 each  120 V, 1 phase, 

60 Hz 
 Mockup to build 

prototype unit 

Remote Video Camera 
System 

MU, PC 1 each  120 V, 1 phase, 
60 Hz

 Toshiba mini-camera 
w/light

Sawzall Type 
Reciprocating Saw 

MU, VR 2 each  120V, 1 phase,  
10 amp @ 60 Hz

 Milwaukee Model 
6537-22

Pipe Cutting 
Equipment

PC 1 each  120 V, 1 phase, 
60 Hz 

 Tri-Tool clamshell 
cutter 

Sand Filter Unit MU 1 each    Used commercial unit 

Clarifier Tank Unit MU 1 each    Used commercial unit 

Poly Tank Unit MU 1 each    New commercial unit 

Flow Meter, local, 0 – 
100 gpm 

MU, VC 2 each  120 V, 1 phase, 
60 Hz 

 Commercial unit w/ 
readout

Dewatering HIC MU 2 each    Duratek or equivalent 
units

Miscellaneous Piping, 
Valves, etc. 

MU, VC, 
PC

As
required

   Commercial items 

a. MU – Mockup; VC – Vessel cleanout (including enclosure washdown); VR – Vessel removal; PC – Pipe cleaning/removal. 
b. Including spares, if required.
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3.2.3 Polyethylene Water Tanks 

Three 1,500-gal tanks constructed of polyethylene will also be part of this system. These tanks will 
hold the water supplied to the wash nozzle located inside the vessels during cleaning. The tanks will be 
initially filled from an existing raw water line. For final rinsing, one of the poly tanks will be filled with 
demineralized water. Tanks will be a purchased item from a supplier of such equipment with appropriate 
feet or stand to set on the floor. The tanks will be furnished with an appropriate bottom connection for 
supplying water to the centrifugal pump suction inlet. The poly tanks will allow water to be recycled from 
the vessels via the air-operated diaphragm dewatering pump that will remove excess water from the HIC 
where the solids from the vessels have been collected. A sample port will be provided on the tank supply 
to the centrifugal pump for means of collecting water samples. This sample port will consist of a “tee” in 
the hard piping section of the supply line with a ball valve and capped discharge connection that 
personnel can manually operate to collect samples. During cleaning operations, this sample port will 
provide samples to determine water quality before sending the water to the PEWE for evaporation. 

3.2.4 Instrumentation 

3.2.4.1 Composite Sampling System 

A sampling system will be provided on the discharge side of the diaphragm suction pump that 
supplies waste slurry to the HIC. The purpose of this sampling system will be to collect a sample of the 
final demineralized rinsewater that is being removed from the vessel being cleaned so that sample(s) can 
be sent an appropriate laboratory for analysis and documentation purposes. The sampling system that has 
been selected is a resin slurry sampler manufactured by Centec of Gilroy, California. Specifically, the 
Centec XXI Slurry Sampling System has been selected as the best candidate for obtaining adequate 
sample material for the intended purpose at the present time. It functions by taking frequent “grab” 
samples of water in a flowing stream for a selected amount of time and combining these small samples 
into a larger composite sample. This system will be purchased for the mockup-testing phase with the 
intention that this equipment will be used during the actual vessel cleaning operations. An appropriate 
hard piping section will be fabricated for the sample module to properly interface with during mockup 
testing. Since the material retrieved during sampling operations may be slightly radioactive and pose a 
contamination issue, a glove box unit will be provided to house the appropriate parts of this sampling 
system. Power requirements for this sampling system is 120Vac, single phase (one amp max).  

3.2.4.2 Video Camera 

The camera selected for this work is the Model RCS-1600 from RJ Electronics. This camera is only 
1.16 in. in diameter and 8.3 in. long. It includes a built-in light system.  

A console for a video monitor and controllers must be included. 

3.2.4.3 Flow and Pressure Measurement 

A pressure gauge is needed to monitor the pressure supplied to the spray nozzle. A simple bourdon 
tube gauge will be used. The flow meter will be mounted downstream of the globe valve that controls 
flow to the spray nozzle. 

The flow meter will be a sliding vane type with local readout. 
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3.2.5 Hoses, Piping, and Fittings 

The water circulation system must be capable of handling flow rates as high as 100 gpm and 
pressures to 100 psi. The hose will be 1½-in. ID Hypalon or approved equal. Because the material is not 
corrosive, carbon steel Schedule 40 for pipe will be used for all hard-piped section of water line shown in 
Sketch SK-4 (Appendix A-1). All connections between steel pipe and hose will use quick disconnects 
(e.g., Kam-lokR, or equal). Flow will be controlled using manually operated ball and globe valves.  

3.2.6 Wash Adapter Plate 

Sketch SK-4 shows that a pump suction line, a camera with a light, and a spray nozzle will be 
lowered into each vessel to be cleaned. In general, these items will be lowered into the vessels through 
existing manways in the vessel heads. For proper operation, wash adapter plates (WAPs) will have to be 
fabricated. Because the different types of vessels do not all have the same manway configuration, it will 
be necessary to fabricate more than one WAP. These adapters must provide a watertight seal to prevent 
the spread of contamination during flushing. The suction line, spray nozzle, and camera must also be 
capable of being repositioned in both the radial and axial positions within the vessel during cleanout. 
Therefore, it must be possible to raise and lower the various lines as well as swivel them. 

The vessel cleaning attachment will consist of a plate assembly that has three spherical-type 
bearing mounts with holes through each unit to allow any one of the three services to be passed through 
the ball. Mounting will be accomplished by use of L-bolts that will tighten around the mating lip on the 
sand filter dogged hatch area and the old ion exchange dogged hatch area. This approach will allow the 
vessel cleaning attachment to fit various sizes of vessel openings with a raised lip configuration. For a 
vessel such as the flat-topped filter backwash hold tank that has no top penetration, a ringed-lip adapter 
assembly will be fabricated and mounted directly onto the top of the vessel at the desired location for 
achieving optimal cleaning and rinsing operations. This ringed-lip adapter assembly will be mounted 
using a magnetic base drill tool capable of drilling and tapping a series of threaded mounting holes to 
which the ringed-lip adapter would be attached using a gasketed seal interface. The WAP will then bolt to 
the ringed-lip adapter assembly. For the new ion exchange vessels, the WAPs could be bolted to a plate 
drilled to bolt to the flanged manway on the new ion exchange columns. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the 
general WAP configuration. 

3.3 Operational Issues 

3.3.1 Scaffolding 

Prior to the start of the cleaning process, scaffolding will be installed around the ion exchange 
vessels, regenerant solution tank, and backwash filter tank. Scaffolding has already been erected around 
the sand filters to support sampling efforts. The clarifier will not require scaffolding because it has an 
accessible walkway installed. 

3.3.2 Special Requirements 

3.3.2.1 Clarifier Cleaning 

The clarifier is a relatively large open-top vessel. Sealing the top of the tank for spray washing 
would be difficult. So the cleaning procedure for the clarifier will involve manual scrubbing of the 
interior surfaces, rinsing with water, and pumping out liquids and solids with the diaphragm pump. For 
rinsing, the spray nozzle can be removed from the wash line, and flow can be controlled with the globe 
valve mounted on the spray nozzle supply line. 
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Figure 1. Wash adapter plate top (generic). 

Figure 2. Wash adapter plate side view. 
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Figure 3. Tank installation configuration for wash adapter plate.  

3.3.2.2 Filter Backwash Tank Access 

The filter backwash tank has a flat top without an installed manway. An appropriately sized hole 
will have to be cut in the top of the tank to allow installation of the vessel manway cap. A pilot hole will 
be cut with a magnetic-based drill, then a nibbler will be used to complete the hole and allow installation 
of a WAP. 

3.3.2.3 Old Ion Exchange Vessels 

The old ion exchangers have metal screens installed containing the exchange media. These screens 
must be penetrated to allow access for the vessel cleaning equipment. Since the metal is stainless steel, 
the recommended approach is to use a plasma torch. This equipment will have to be modified with 
extension poles to allow the bottom screen to be cut while the operators remain on top of the vessel. 

The vessel’s depth will require a pole too long to lift up into the vessel due to the limiting height of 
the ceiling. The pole will have to be assembled as it is lowered into the vessel for cutting. The sections 
should be between 1.5 to 3 ft in length. The sections should be fastened together so the joints are rigid, 
and the material used should not soften during operation due to the likely heat buildup (plastic pipe might 
not work). The controls of the plasma torch should be at the top outside of the vessel for proper 
manipulation. Light schedule threaded pipe or tubing should perform this function well.  

When finished cutting the screen free, the screen will have to be removed. The screen should be cut 
into pieces small enough to fit though the opening of the vessel. A small hook should be affixed to the 
end of the shaft to pull out the screen; an alternative would be to use a light rope and a hook to 
grapple/snag the screen pieces for removal. When the screen is removed, the needed observations of the 
below screen structure can then be made. 
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3.3.2.4 Vessel Enclosures 

The vessels are housed in shielded rooms or behind shield walls in CPP-603. The closure activities 
include cleaning the walls, floors, and, if present, ceilings of these enclosures. The cleaning will be 
conducted in a manner similar to the cleaning of the clarifier. The surfaces will be manually scrubbed 
with mops and cloths, and then rinsed with water supplied from the tanks through the spray nozzle feed 
pipe. The diaphragm pump will be used to remove water and solids from the area and send the materials 
to the HICs for dewatering. 

3.4 Subcontract Requirements 

As identified in Sketch SK-4, the solids dewatering and solids stabilization functions are to be 
performed by a subcontractor. The subcontractor must supply equipment, labor, and related services to 
perform the following: 

• Demonstrate that the subcontractor’s proposed stabilization method will render the waste 
nonhazardous and suitable for disposal at RWMC. It is expected that BBWI will supply the 
formula for a waste surrogate to be tested at the subcontractor’s facility. 

• Collect and dewater solids from the slurry flow generated by the Idaho National Engineering and 
Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). Filtered water is to be pumped to INEEL-provided portable 
tanks.

• Provide chemical stabilization of the solids to render them nonhazardous. The HICs/liners will be 
used for transportation and disposal of the stabilized waste, so stabilization must be performed in 
the containers.

• Provide sampling and analytical services for collected and stabilized solids. An U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency-certified laboratory must be used. For each HIC/liner, verification that the 
stabilized waste is not hazardous must be received with 90 days from the time that HIC/liner was 
filled with solids. 

• Provide equipment, vehicles, and labor to transport stabilized waste containers to a disposal facility 
designated by the INEEL. 

To support the design, cost estimate, and schedule, a Request for Expression of Interest was issued 
in the Commerce Business Daily (which can be found at http://cbd.cos.com/). A significant number of 
firms responded, including several of the major companies in the mixed-waste treatment industry. It is 
clear that at least some of these firms have experience in dewatering solids in HICs and stabilizing the 
solids in preparation for disposal. These companies can provide skid-mounted or truck-mounted 
equipment to do this work. From their responses, a cost estimate was prepared for subcontracted services. 
Vendor responses also resulted in a preliminary estimate of utility requirements. Typical values include: 

• Electricity: 480 V, three-phase, 50 to 60 amps 

• Compressed Air: 50 scfm at 80 psig 

• Process or Raw Water: 25 gpm. 
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To be sure that the subcontractor is qualified, the Request for Proposal (RFP) should include both 
qualification criteria and evaluation criteria. To qualify for consideration, bidders should be required to 
demonstrate past experience in performing the type of work to be done, as well as the ability to supply all 
of the required equipment and services within the space and time constraints established by BBWI. 
Evaluation of qualified bidders can be based on cost and technical criteria, such as process simplicity and 
minimum volume of final waste produced. 

4. PIPE CLEANING AND REMOVAL 

4.1 Task Scope 

This section of the report identifies methods to accomplish the closure of the CPP-603 piping, 
including: (1) development of a method to prove the integrity of the underground piping, (2) development 
of methods to remove the underground piping if the piping failed the integrity evaluation, 
(3) development of methods to remove piping that was not economical to clean close, (4) development of 
a piping connection to enable pressure testing, camera inspection, and decontamination, (5) development 
of methods to integrate these activities taking into consideration worker safety and work according to the 
requirements of STD-101, “Integrated Work Control Process.” 

To meet these goals, some of the work was divided up into smaller efforts. These efforts were to 
develop a plan for underground line removal (see EDF-2202 in Appendix B) and a method for integrity 
testing of underground lines (see EDF-2273 in Appendix B). Both of these piping efforts culminated in 
the formation of two separate Engineering Design Files (EDFs) that have been included in Appendix B of 
this report. 

The CPP-603 basin water treatment system piping is connected to four subsystems: new ion 
exchange, old ion exchange, sand filtration, and waste collection. There are 44 separate lines totaling 
1,633 ft that may have transferred hazardous wastes into or out of the basin water treatment system 
(see Table 3). 

4.2 Management of Underground Lines 

To the extent practicable, the underground piping will be cleaned by flushing. However, the 
condition of each line must be determined before pumping can begin. Integrity testing will be 
accomplished by remote camera inspection, followed by pressure testing (see Appendix B). Access to the 
lines will be accomplished by cutting the lines at a point before they enter the waste collection tank 
(VES-SFE-106) or the waste hold tank (VES-SFE-126). Once the lines have been cut, the test procedures 
can be performed. After the piping has passed the integrity test, the piping will be decontaminated. This 
will be accomplished by directing the flow through the piping, to a HIC, and back to a staged container. 
The HIC will contain filters that will collect suspended solids. The clarified water leaving the HIC will be 
collected in tanks for reuse or for further processing in the INTEC PEWE.  

Integrity testing is planned for the following lines: 

• 2” PLA-100313 

• 2” PLA-101208 

• 4” PLA-101208 
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• 2” PLA-105591 

• 3” PLA-105593 

• 2” PLA-100183 

• 4” PLA-100337 

• 4” PLA-100338 

• Sand filter floor drain (unknown line number) – to 4” PLA-101208. 

Sketch SK-5 in Appendix A-2 shows the piping assembly that was designed for connection to 
existing section that will be flushed. This assembly will enable the piping to be pressure tested, camera 
inspected, and provides the quick disconnect coupling needed to connect to the hose that will transport the 
flush water to and from the piping. 

4.2.1 Integrity Testing 

Integrity testing will be performed prior to decontaminating the lines. The purpose of the integrity 
testing is to ensure there have been no releases to the subsurface from previous operations and to 
minimize the potential for releases during closure activities. Soils associated with the VES-SFE-106 tank 
and any line buried outside for which integrity cannot be verified will be sampled. Any soil that has 
Hazardous Waste Management Act/RCRA-regulated constituents present in concentrations greater than 
background that pose a risk greater than 10E-06 or a hazard quotient greater than 1 will be included in a 
new site evaluation form and evaluated further by the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act Program. 

The integrity test will be conducted in two phases. In the initial phase, the underground pipes will 
be visually inspected using a video camera system. This visual inspection will identify problems 
(e.g., line breaks, cracks in the pipe wall, etc.) that could affect the integrity of the line. Once the lines 
have been visually inspected, verified intact, and are reasonably expected to safely contain the flush 
solution, the second phase of the integrity test will be initiated. 

During the second phase of the integrity testing, the lines that have passed the visual inspection will 
be pressure-decay tested. A pressure-decay test consists of filling the volume in question to a 
predetermined pressure with inert gas (nitrogen), isolating the volume from the pressure source, and 
monitoring the pressure of the isolated volume over a period of time. Although this method cannot 
pinpoint the location of a leak, nor can it distinguish between one larger leak from several smaller ones, it 
will provide some information regarding the integrity of the line to be flushed. 

Plant drawings indicate that the lines are sloped. All liquids should be drained from them. If the 
lines contain liquids, they will be drilled and drained prior to pressure testing. This will be accomplished 
in locations where the pipes enter the vaults. Containment for this action will need to be provided in 
accordance with the INEEL Radiological Control Manual (Radiation Protection Department 2001) and 
RCRA requirements.  
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4.2.2 Integrity Testing Parameters 

The test duration is under the complete control of the experimenter; however, certain practical 
limits apply, including the longer the test is conducted the more likely the temperature is to vary.  

The integrity test will be performed at 30 psi for 10 minutes. The failure threshold will be 33% of 
the test pressure. If the pressure-decay test indicates that the failure threshold has not been exceeded, 
piping integrity will be assumed and flushing will commence (see EDF-2273 in Appendix B).  

4.2.3 Integrity Testing Instrumentation 

For a given test volume, the three variables to be considered are: accuracy of the pressure 
instrumentation, constancy of the test temperature, and duration of the test. Assuming there is no actual 
loss of gas during the test period, P1–P2 becomes the accuracy limit of the test gauge. A readily available 
electronic test gauge has an accuracy of .25%, which, for a 30 psig full-scale gauge, translates to about 
0.1 psi.

The sensitivity limit of the pressure gauge is 0.1 psi; this means that the pressure-decay test cannot 
detect leaks that produce a pressure drop smaller than this. Even if the pressure gauge shows no pressure 
drop at all, we must assume a pressure loss of 0.1 psi as minimum.  

For long underground pipes, the temperature of the test gas is not readily measurable. However, the 
exact temperature is not important, only the relative temperature change. The calculations showed that the 
test gas would reach the pipe wall temperature within a minute. The temperature of the portion of the pipe 
that is underground can be nothing but constant over any reasonable test duration. However, some small 
fraction of each pipe under test will be above ground and subject to temperature change. Because this 
fraction is expected to be very small, using a 1°C temperature change is conservative (see EDF-2273 in 
Appendix B). 

4.2.4 Decontamination of Piping 

Following successful integrity testing, the piping will be decontaminated. The flushing media will 
be firewater or potable water. Water will be flushed through each of the piping sections identified in the 
schematics located in Appendix A. The hazardous constituents flushed from the line during 
decontamination will flow through the piping, into the 2-in. flexible hoses, to the HIC, and back to a 
staged container. Each pipe will be flushed using a succession of steps, and the number of steps required 
will depend on the sampling results of the previous step. The decontamination steps will be repeated, as 
necessary, to effectively remove contaminants from the piping. Samples of the rinsate from this cycle will 
be taken and analyzed to determine if the closure performance standards have been achieved.

Assuming a 10-minute flush for all lines, it has been estimated that about 90,000 gal of water will 
be needed. A 10-minute flush time is conservatively high and would be reduced if sampling of the first 
flushed lines indicates less water is required to meet closure requirements. Final flushing of the lines will 
be performed by using demineralized water.  

The flushing will be sequenced to occur after the vessels have been emptied. The lines in the 
system will be flushed using existing equipment wherever possible, but it is anticipated that some 
temporary lines and pumps will need to be connected to the system to complete the work.  
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4.2.5 Management of Belowground Piping 

The underground piping where the integrity is questionable or effective decontamination cannot be 
achieved will be excavated and removed. Significant lengths of the underground piping are embedded in 
concrete or are located under the CPP-603 base slabs. In addition, some of the soil could be RCRA or 
radiologically contaminated. Excavation depths will vary between 2 and 15 ft deep. Extensive evaluation 
of potential obstructions such as overlying lines and secondary containment removal has been performed; 
however, prior to excavation BBWI will perform a subsurface investigation as required by MCP-6205.  

The CPP-603 building has been analyzed for structural adequacy for these piping removal 
activities. It has been determined that the structural condition of the steel-braced frame building with floor 
slabs will not be impacted by removing the underground piping (see EDF-2202 in Appendix B).  

Soil sampling and a stockpiling plan will be developed prior to excavation to identify sampling 
requirements. Clean soil will be stockpiled in a separate location from contaminated soil. Prior to 
excavation, a notice of disturbance must be prepared in accordance with MCP-1139, “Environmentally 
Controlled Area Disturbance,” and any contaminated soil will be managed in accordance with Waste 
Generator Services and MCP-3002, “Managing Disturbed Soils.” 

Soil excavation depths will be kept to a minimum, most likely 4 to 6 ft; however, as required by the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the excavations will be sloped 1.5 horizontal to 1.0 
vertical for Type C soil. If sloped trenches are not practical, such as would be the case for work inside 
CPP-603, preengineered trench boxes, or BBWI-designed and constructed trench boxes will be used.

After the soil has been removed and the piping exposed, the piping will be cut into appropriate 
lengths, removed, and packaged into containers. Disposal of solid waste is discussed in Section 7. During 
piping removal activities, radiation protection measures will be taken to protect the workers against 
radiation shine as needed. BBWI radiological control technicians will make appropriate decisions 
regarding worker protection related to radiation.  

Line 2” PLA-100183 may no longer be intact or may have been capped during system upgrades. 
One end of this pipe connects to line 2” PLA-100313, as seen in the piping drawings located in the 
Appendix A. Information on the mechanism for capping this line or where it is capped could not be 
obtained after extensive research. It is assumed that this line may be decontaminated by flushing the water 
through line 2” PLA-100313. This assumes that the flush water will travel back up 2” PLA-100183 
during the flush.  

4.3 Management of Aboveground Piping 

To a large extent, the aboveground piping will be removed and managed as appropriate. However, 
since some of the aboveground piping will be flushed, these activities will be combined to save money 
and time. Details about which lines will be cleaned and which lines will be removed can be seen in the 
piping drawings located in Appendix A-2.  

The piping will be cut and sized using a portable band saw, or a portable hydraulic shear. The 
piping section will be removed by hand, packaged for disposal, and managed as described in Section 7 of 
this document. The final flush will be performed using demineralized water (see Section 4.2.4). 

Sketches SK-9 and SK-10 in Appendix A-2 show the piping for the new ion exchange system that 
will be removed in green and the piping that will be flushed in red. VES-SF-130 will be used as a flush 
water storage vessel. The use of this vessel will provide the means to flush the vessel and, at the same 
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time, clean as much of the ancillary piping associated with this system as practicable. Pump P-SF-230 
will be used to proved the motive force to flush not only the lines in the new ion exchange system, but 
will also be used as a flush solution entry point to 2” PLA-105591. A firewater line near the VES-SF-130 
vessel will supply the water for use in the flushing process.  

Sketch SK-11 in Appendix A-2 shows the old ion exchange system. The discharge piping for these 
vessels (VES-SF-101 and -102) will be used as flush solution entry points. Firewater from the new ion 
exchange system area will be transported into the cell using a quick disconnect hose and will be 
connected to the resin discharge lines. This operation will flush both the resin discharge lines and provide 
a flush water entry point for 2” PLA-100313. 

Sketch SK-12 in Appendix A-2 shows the PVC piping that supported the sand filter operation. 
Most of this PVC piping had an operational history of leaking and has been reported to be quite brittle. 
Therefore, almost all of the sand filter piping will be removed. The piping will be hot tapped and any 
water in the lines will be drained. The lines will be sized using a portable power saw. The sand filter floor 
drains will be flushed for closure. The 4” PLA-101208 line with 8-in. containment will be flushed to meet 
the closure performance standards, and this line just under the VES-SF-109 clarifier will be used as the 
flush solution entry point.  

4.4 Management of Solids and Liquids from Cleaning Operations 

A HIC with internal equipment for dewatering contents of the piping will be used. The solids and 
liquids in the piping will be separated in the HICs. The liquids, including any water added during 
flushing, will be sampled prior to disposition. The wastewater will be collected in appropriate containers 
for transportation to the PEWE for evaporation. Based on past sampling activities, the solid material is a 
RCRA-characteristically hazardous waste. It will be treated in compliance with RCRA land disposal 
restrictions prior to disposal.

Stabilization of the dewatered solids removed from the piping will be performed directly in the 
HIC. Issues such as nuclear criticality and solids radioactive contamination levels will affect the amount 
of solids that can be loaded in a HIC.  

It is anticipated that for all of the piping, except VES-SFE-126 and VES-SFE-106 piping, the HICs 
will be staged west of the multimedia sand filtration system. A shielded area will be setup as a holding 
area for the HICs until they are filled and sample analysis indicates the grouted waste will meet the 
disposal facility’s waste acceptance criteria. The HICs will be placed within shielded casks mounted on 
transport trailers used for transport to the disposal site.  

The piping will be removed if the integrity has been proven to be breached or if action levels 
cannot be achieved.

5. VESSEL REMOVAL 

The determination of which vessels are to be removed from the CPP-603 facility will be made after 
the vessel cleaning process has been completed. All the vessels will be tested to the criteria listed in 
Table 1 to see if the vessel cleaning process was successful. Vessels that fail the test for hazardous 
materials will have to be removed from the CPP-603 facility. If the location of a vessel causes work 
interference issues with the removal of another vessel, the interfering vessel will have to be removed to 
facilitate the removal of the initial target vessel. 
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All vessels that are to be removed will be reduced in size to facilitate removal, packaging, and 
waste storage facility requirements. It is expected that each vessel can be size-reduced to fit into separate 
4 × 4 × 6 standard U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT)-approved waste boxes; however, the larger 
vessels may take two or three boxes.  

All vessels that are to be removed will be reduced in size to facilitate removal, packaging, and 
waste storage facility requirements. It was deemed unnecessary and inconvenient to remove the vessels 
wholly intact, due to the constraints set by the acceptance criteria of the likely waste storage locations for 
this waste; size reduction was a criterion, as was the space constraints of the facility (i.e., shield walls). 
Size reduction shall be performed to the standards of what is safe for manual manipulation of the pieces 
cut off of the vessel for worker safety and the pieces cut shall fit into a standard DOT-approved 4 × 4 × 6 
waste box. Surface smears will be taken of the vessel pieces during dismantlement for record purposes 
and radiological safety data. Representative samples will also be taken to determine if the waste is RCRA 
hazardous.

The tools to be used in the performance of the vessel removal and size reduction are a metal 
nibbler, nibbler rail guide, reciprocating saw, magnetic-based drill, plasma torch, and the assorted safety 
and support items as needed. For carbon steel-constructed vessels (i.e., the sand filters, clarifier, and filter 
backwash tank) only cold-cutting devices will be used due to the potential fire hazard associated with the 
internal PVC liner contained within each carbon steel vessel. The metal nibbler is a metal punch that cuts 
by repetitively punching out slugs from a metal sheet of varying thickness. The nibbler needs 120Vac 
electrical power and an edge to start cutting from; it cannot cut through material exceeding the rated 
thickness capacity. To start the nibbler at an edge, multiple holes can be drilled in a sheet to permit the 
start of a nibbler cut. To drill the holes for the start of a nibbler, a magnetic-based drill will be used. A 
magnetic-based drill will permit the stable mounting of the drill for safe operation while drilling the holes 
for the nibbler cuts. Due to the size of the nibbler head, three or four 1-in. diameter holes will have to be 
drilled in a triangle pattern to accommodate the head. When there is a section or structure that the nibbler 
is incapable of cutting, a handheld reciprocating saw with metal cutting blades will be used to cut away 
the obstruction.

The stainless steel vessels (i.e., the ion exchange columns) will be cut using the thermal cutting 
devices. The plasma torch uses an electric arc to superheat compressed gasses that will cut the stainless 
steel vessels. The assorted safety and support items include, but are not limited to, the appropriate 
personal protective equipment (PPE), breathing, and air safety equipment such as respirators and other 
safety-related tools. The off-gas for the plasma-cutting operation will use the existing vault structure with 
tenting, where appropriate, to enclose the vault. The enclosed vault air will then be circulated and filtered 
to maintain a safe operating atmosphere while cutting. Also, a crane, lift basket, wheelbarrow, and 
pushcart will be needed to carry the cut pieces to the waste boxes being used. The crane will be used to 
lower and lift the lift basket over the sand filter area shield wall. The basket will hold the pieces cut from 
the vessels and will dump them into the waste box. The wheelbarrow or pushcart will be used, as 
appropriate, to carry the pieces cut from the ion exchange columns to the waste box. For off-gas from the 
plasma torch cutting operations, the vaults will be tented closed with air filtration. 

When pieces are cut, they should be knocked into the vessel cavity for retrieval after the vessel 
wall has been size-reduced to a height that is convenient and safe for retrieval and replacement into the 
basket or wheelbarrow as appropriate. 
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5.1 Sand Filters 

The top of the sand filter should be cut into radial pieces like a pie wedge using the metal nibbler. 
The cuts should be started at the top center of the vessel and cut outward to the vessel circumference. The 
bases of the wedge pieces should then be cut to free the piece from the vessel. The cylindrical portion of 
the vessel should be cut in vertical sections like the staves of a barrel. The pieces should be cut at lengths 
to meet the size criterion. For sections of vessel wall or vessel internals that the nibbler cannot cut, the 
reciprocating saw should be used to cut free the obstructions. 

When the vessel wall is size-reduced to a height that is convenient and safe for retrieval of the cut 
pieces, the cut pieces should be removed and placed into the lift basket, and the lift basket should be 
dumped into the waste box.  

The bottom of the sand filters can be cut into pie piece-shaped radial wedges, starting from the 
outer circumference cutting toward the center. The vessel should be unbolted from the support 
attachments as needed to perform the work.  

5.2 Clarifier 

The clarifier internal and external structures should be cut free of the vessel. The pieces should then 
be cut down to meet the size criterion. This includes clarifier structures like the flocculation chamber, 
piping, internal supports, catwalk, railing, and ladder. The internal structures like the piping, internal 
supports, and flocculation chamber should be cut down prior to the removal of the railing, catwalk, and 
ladder if the latter structures facilitate the removal of the prior. The internal pieces could be cut and let fall 
into the vessel for retrieval later. 

Next, the cylindrical section of the clarifier should be cut into vertical stave sections that meet the 
size criteria. All pieces should be removed prior to cutting the cone section of the clarifier.  

The cutting of the clarifier should begin near the outer ring to which the support legs are attached. 
This cut should be started at the outer circumference and then cutting down to the center of the funnel 
bottom of the clarifier, creating pie piece wedges. The wedges should be cut at points mid-length to keep 
their size and weight appropriate. Once the bottom funnel has been removed, the remaining ring and legs 
should be cut apart carefully by starting in the middle of a span between two legs so no more than half a 
span is supported by one leg. Then, sections of the ring should be cut into reasonable sizes to lift since the 
pieces should not be allowed to fall for safety reasons. The sections should then be cut back to the support 
leg. When finished, move to an adjacent span and begin cutting it in a similar fashion, removing the span 
of ring on the leg that is unsupported from the previous span being removed. Then remove the section of 
the span on the supported leg. Use this method on the next two spans. The cut pieces of the vessel will be 
carried to the basket, lowered over the shield wall by a crane, lifted over, and placed into a waste box.  

5.3 Filter Backwash Tank 

The backwash holding tank should be started at the lid, cutting radially out from the center, 
creating pie piece sections. When a wedge is cut, it should be cut at a length fitting the size criterion and 
let fall into the vessel. The vessel top should be cut into concentric rings of wedge pieces, cutting and 
removing the innermost ring, then moving to the outer ring to make wedges and cut them free. This 
manner allows smaller pieces to be cut, reducing the overall reach to cut one piece, and reducing the 
number of reaches over open space sections of the vessel top. 
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Then, the cylindrical section of the vessel should be cut into vertical staves of lengths appropriate 
for handling. The cut pieces should be knocked into the vessel for retrieval later. When the vessel walls 
have been cut down enough, the cut pieces of the vessel should be retrieved. The pieces should then be 
carried to the basket, lowered over the wall by the crane, lifted over, and dumped into a waste box. 

5.4 Ion Exchange Columns 

The columns will be cut using a plasma-cutting torch. Starting at the top, the pieces should be cut 
into pie wedge shapes, working either from the center or the circumference, as determined beneficial by 
the workers. The cylindrical sections should be cut into vertical stave sections. All pieces should meet the 
size criterion above. When the vessel wall height is cut down, enough the pieces can then be loaded into a 
cart to carry them out to a waste box in the truck, way across the central canal.  

6. MOCKUP TESTING 

6.1 Purpose 

The mockup testing discussed in this report is for the INTEC CPP-603 Basin Water Treatment 
System Voluntary Consent Order RCRA Closure Project. The basin water treatment system mockup, 
testing, and evaluation will be accomplished at the Remote Systems Group Remote Mockup Test Facility 
(RMTF) located in Test Reactor Area (TRA)-603 at the INEEL Site. The scope of the mockup work will 
cover: (1) solids removal from a typical vessel (sand filter), (2) transfer of the solids material with water 
sluicing to a HIC, (3) dewatering of the HIC, (4) sampling of the rinse water media, (5) washing 
operations along with remote video monitoring of vessel internals, and (6) vessel disassembly using a 
preferred nonthermal cutting technique. The mockup testing will demonstrate the process flow scheme for 
vessel cleanout and washing operations.  

6.2 Equipment Used to Simulate CPP-603 Vessels 

The equipment proposed for the mockup testing phase of this project will consist of the following: 
(1) a sand filter vessel comparable to the existing units in CPP-603 containing similar media, (2) HIC, 
(3) poly tank for water storage/retrieval, (4) sampling module in simulated glove box, (5) remote video 
camera monitoring system, (6) diaphragm and centrifugal pumps, (7) spray wash nozzle assembly, and 
(8) associated interconnecting hoses and piping. The equipment will be configured and arranged as shown 
in Sketches SK-2 and SK-3, respectively. Both sketches are located in Appendix A-3. 

6.3 Equipment Descriptions 

Some of the hardware and equipment described below in this section of the report will be 
purchased not only for the mockup testing phase, but also used for the actual cleaning operations in 
CPP-603. Specifically, the centrifugal pump, diaphragm pumps, sampler system, and possibly the WAP, 
along with some of the miscellaneous valves and piping hardware will be stored for eventual use during 
cleaning operations at INTEC. 

6.3.1 Sand Filter 

A sand filter unit similar to the units in CPP-603 will be procured and delivered to TRA-603 for 
setup as part of the equipment mockup for testing and evaluation purposes for vessel cleaning. The sand 
filter will be set up on the main floor in the RMTF adjacent to the existing Binset 1 calcine retrieval 
mockup. The sand filter will be evaluated for content removal and cleaning operations using a wash 
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nozzle unit installed through the dogged hatch port opening along with other equipment. The other 
equipment installed through the dogged hatch opening of the sand filter will consist of a suction hose to 
remove bed material that has been fluidized by the action of the wash nozzle unit and a waterproof video 
camera/light system to remotely view cleaning operations. For additional information on this WAP unit, 
see Section 3.2.6 of this report. An air-powered diaphragm pump will be used to transfer the fluidized 
material from the sand filter to the HIC, as shown in Sketch SK-2.  

The vessel WAP cleaning attachment will consist of three penetrations through the dogged hatch 
area of the sand filter. The WAP attachment, as discussed in detail in Section 3.2.6 of this report, will be 
fabricated and tested as part of the overall mockup testing activity. For purposes of the mockup testing, a 
“generic” vessel cleaning attachment will be fabricated and mounted on the sand filter located in the 
mockup area. The generic vessel cleaning attachment will consist of an upper plate assembly that has 
three spherical-type ball bearing mounts with holes through each of the balls to allow any one of the three 
services to be passed through the ball.  

6.3.2 Polyethylene Tank 

A 1,000-gal tank constructed of polyethylene will also be part of this mockup testing system. The 
poly tank will hold the water supplied to the wash nozzle located inside the sand filter unit. The tank will 
be initially filled from an existing raw water line located on the east wall of TRA-603 that is part of the 
Remote Systems mockup and testing area (RMTF). The tank will be filled using a standard garden hose 
connected to the raw water supply via valve and hose coupling. This tank will be a purchased item from a 
supplier of such equipment with appropriate feet or stand to set on the floor of the mockup area. The tank 
will be furnished with an appropriate bottom connection for supplying water to the centrifugal pump 
suction inlet via flexible hose. This bottom connection will also include appropriate valving and a hose 
coupling such that a flexible (garden) hose may be connected to a cold waste drain connection point for 
removal of the water at the end of mockup testing. The cold waste drain connection is shown on Sketch 
SK-1 in Appendix A-3. This connection to the cold waste drain system does not exist at present; however, 
as part of the mockup testing, a tie-in point to this system will be implemented as shown in Sketch SK-1 
in Appendix A-3. The poly tank is to allow water to be recycled from the sand filter unit via the air-
operated diaphragm dewatering pump that will remove excess water from the HIC, where the solids from 
the sand filter unit have been collected. During mockup testing, some makeup water may be required due 
to minor leakage at connection points and evaporation. A sample port will be provided on the poly tank 
supply to the centrifugal pump for means of collecting water samples. This sample port will consist of a 
“tee” in the hard piping section of the supply line with a ball valve and capped discharge connection that 
personnel can manually operate to collect samples. For mockup testing purposes, this sampling port can 
provide samples to determine how well the HIC filtering media is performing to remove the sand filter 
media from the recycled water to the poly tank. During actual cleaning operations, this sample port would 
provide samples to determine action level compliance before sending the water to the PEWE for 
evaporation.

6.3.3 Centrifugal Pump

One centrifugal pump will be required for the mockup testing. This pump will be electrically 
powered (480Vac, three phase) from an existing welding supply outlet in the mockup area. The pump will 
be capable of producing supply pressures to the cleaning nozzle of up to 100 psi; however, the current 
estimate is that 40 to 60 psi at 70 to 85 gpm, respectively, will be required for effectively fluidizing the 
sand filter media and washing the inside of the unit. These flows and pressures will require a pump in the 
4 to 5 hp range and, as a result, 480Vac, three-phase power will be required to operate the electric motor. 
This pump will be provided with a recirculation (relief) valve so that in the event that the pump discharge 
was blocked, sufficient water can be rerouted back to the pump suction to prevent damage to the pump 
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internals due to overheating. Pressure to the wash nozzle located inside the sand filter will be manually 
controlled by a manually operated globe valve on the rigid section of piping outside of the vessel, where 
the wash nozzle is located. Adjacent and just downstream of the globe valve will be a direct 
pressure-indicating device (pressure gauge) to monitor wash water pressure for the nozzle. The supply 
water to the pump will be provided from the poly tank via a flexible hose. The rigid piping section of the 
pump discharge prior to the flexible hose connection will contain a flow meter of sufficient capacity to 
monitor flow rates to the wash nozzle as the pressure is adjusted by the manually operated globe valve. 
All flexible hoses will be purchased with appropriate pressure rating and Kam-lokR-type couplings 
(except garden-type hoses) for ease of installation. After mockup testing, this pump will be stored for 
eventual use in CPP-603 at INTEC during actual cleaning operations as described in Section 3.2.1 of this 
report.

6.3.4 Diaphragm Pump 

Two air-operated diaphragm pumps will be required for the mockup testing. One of the pumps will 
take suction from the sand filter to remove the fluidized beds contents and wash water for transport to the 
HIC. The second pump will be required to dewater the HIC by taking suction on the HIC connection port 
that allows clean water to be removed through the filter media located inside the HIC. The water removed 
from the HIC by the dewatering pump will be discharged back to the poly tank for reuse during mockup 
testing. Air to operate the diaphragm pumps will be supplied from the existing plant air system in 
TRA-603. Flexible air hose (¾ in.) will be connected from the plant air connection in TRA-603 using the 
typical “Chicago”-style fittings to the ¾-in. manual ball valve that is attached to the diaphragm pump. 
However, should the pump not operate properly such as inadequate stroke, poor discharge pressure, or 
volume, then the plant air supply may prove to be insufficient and a portable air compressor will be 
provided by the Central Facilities Area (equipment pool) for the diaphragm pumps. Air exhausted from 
the pumps will be allowed to vent directly to the ambient environment in the mockup area. After mockup 
testing, these two pumps will be stored for eventual use in CPP-603 at INTEC during actual vessel 
cleaning and rinsing operations as described in Section 3.2.2 of this report. 

6.3.5 High-Integrity Container 

At least one, and possibly two, HICS will be purchased for the mockup testing activity. These HICs 
will be comparable to the units used during actual vessel cleanout/washing activities in CPP-603. These 
HICS will be approximately 60 in. in diameter with appropriate filtering media located inside to 
accommodate the anticipated solids that will be removed during vessel cleaning (in this particular case, 
the sand filters). For further discussion on the HIC equipment, see Section 3 of this report. 

6.3.6 Sampling System 

A sampling system will be provided on the discharge side of the diaphragm suction pump that 
supplies liquid effluent to the HIC. The purpose of this sampling system will be to collect a sample of the 
final demineralized rinsewater that is being removed from the vessel being cleaned (in this case the sand 
filter) so that sample(s) can be collected and sent to an appropriate laboratory onsite (or offsite) for 
analysis and documentation purposes. For mockup purposes only, the raw water being used for media 
removal and rinsing will be collected by the sampling system to verify that the system functions properly 
and operator training can be accomplished. No radionuclides or hazardous contaminants will be present in 
the mockup. The sampling system that has been selected is a resin slurry sampler manufactured by Centec 
of Gilroy, California. Specifically, the Centec XXI Slurry Sampling System has been selected as the best 
candidate for obtaining adequate sample material for the intended purpose at the present time. This 
system will be purchased for the mockup-testing phase with the intention that this equipment will be used 
during the actual vessel cleaning operations. An appropriate hard piping section will be fabricated for the 
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sample module to properly interface with during mockup testing. Since the material retrieved during 
actual (field) sampling operations may be slightly radioactive and pose a contamination issue, a simulated 
glove box unit will be provided for the mockup testing to house the appropriate parts of this sampling 
system. This approach will make operator training simulate actual conditions for using the sampling 
system to ensure familiarity with the equipment using a glove box environment. During mockup testing, 
personnel will utilize this sampling system with the glove box to simulate actual operating conditions for 
testing purposes. Power requirements for this sampling system is 120Vac, single phase, (one amp max), 
and can be supplied from 120Vac outlets in the existing mockup area (RMTF). 

6.3.7 Clarifier Tank 

A used water clarifier tank will be procured that closely resembles the existing unit located in 
CPP-603. The existing tank is 12 ft in diameter and 12 ft tall with a conical-shaped bottom and supported 
by four legs. The purpose of this tank will be to demonstrate cutting methodology using the preferred 
dismantling technique previously discussed in Section 5 of this report. The preferred cutting method, as 
discussed elsewhere, is the use of a nibbler of sufficient capacity to cut through the wall thickness of the 
carbon steel vessels that may have to be size-reduced should the selected cleaning methods not provide 
the “cleanliness” required to leave the vessels in place. If the vessels have to be removed, then size 
reduction will be required in order to accommodate the physical constraints of the current waste boxes 
used to ship contaminated materials to other locations. The preferred nibbler, the TRUMPF model 
N1000-0, is an electric powered unit (120Vac) weighing approximately 32 lb. This unit will be purchased 
(along with necessary spare parts) in order to evaluate the cutting methods best suited to dismantle this 
type of vessel. Personnel involved in the actual dismantlement of the real tank will be allowed to train on 
the clarifier tank in the mockup area in order to develop the necessary skills to operate this nibbler 
properly and efficiently for vessel dismantlement. Because the actual clarifier tank includes a plastic 
(PVC) liner in questionable condition, test patches of similar plastic material will be affixed to the inside 
wall area. These test areas will be used to assess the impact of the liner material on nibbler operation and 
performance. 

6.4 Testing Methodology 

The equipment will be assembled in the RMTF area of TRA-603 using the north bay area where 
power (both electric and air) is provided in suitable locations. This area is also provided with a two-ton 
bridge crane that is operated by Remote Systems personnel and can be used to assist in the assembly and 
setup of the equipment. The equipment will be connected using flexible hose (except as previously noted) 
and the sand filter unit filled with filter media comparable to the media in the existing three units located 
in CPP-603. The filling operation will be accomplished using a dogged hatch opening as on the existing 
units. The dogged hatch area of the sand filter is the location where the cleaning nozzle, suction hose, and 
video camera/light assembly will be located during cleaning operations. A discussion of the cleaning 
nozzle, suction hose, and video camera/light assembly unit is discussed in Section 3 of this report. 
Temporary space constraints will be incorporated into the mockup area as appropriate to simulate 
logistical challenges when evaluating the methodology. 

After assembly of the equipment (attachment of all necessary piping, valving, hoses, etc.), a 
preoperational check of the systems will be performed. A hazards review checklist, that will have already 
been prepared by Remote Systems personnel and properly reviewed by management and safety, will be 
posted in the mockup area. Necessary safety precautions will include posting safety barriers and signs, 
and providing proper PPE to personnel performing the testing. 

Testing will consist of operating the centrifugal pump and diaphragm pumps to remove the sand 
filter bed material and washing down the vessel internals to a “clean” condition. The video camera system 
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will be used to observe and record cleaning operations while the equipment is operating. Data sheets will 
be developed and used to record the various operating parameters of the equipment in order to determine 
the optimum conditions for cleaning the sand filter unit. Operations personnel from INTEC will be 
allowed to perform the cleaning and dewatering operations once the basic parameters have been 
developed by Remote Systems personnel. The operations personnel will train on the mockup, and from 
this, develop the necessary procedures that will be required for actual cleaning operations in the CPP-603 
facility. 

After the mockup testing is completed, the equipment will be disassembled and disposed of 
through Waste Generator Services at TRA, with those items designated for future use being stored until 
the actual work begins at INTEC. 

7. WASTE DISPOSAL 

A variety of waste materials will be generated during closure operations. This includes both liquids 
and solids. 

7.1 Stabilized Solids 

The solids collected in the HICs are characteristically hazardous waste under RCRA regulations as 
well as being radioactive. After these materials are separated from the much larger volume of liquid, they 
must be stabilized to meet RWMC acceptance criteria as nonhazardous waste. The stabilization process 
must produce an end product that meets all of the land disposal restrictions imposed by RCRA. 
Representative samples of the final waste form must be taken and analyzed. This sampling and analysis 
will be the responsibility of the subcontractor. While awaiting analytical results, the HICs containing 
stabilized solids will be stored in the CPP-603 east-west truck bay in a 90-day accumulation area. Once 
analytical results confirm compliance with RWMC waste acceptance criteria, the subcontractor will 
transport the waste to the disposal site. 

7.2 Removed Vessels 

As discussed in Section 5, vessels that do not meet closure plan action levels after cleaning will be 
disassembled and loaded into waste boxes. It is expected that this waste will not be RCRA hazardous. 
Representative samples of the waste will be taken and analyzed to determine that the material is not a 
mixed waste. After analysis to confirm the waste is not hazardous, the material can be sent to RWMC for 
disposal as low-level radioactive waste. 

7.3 Piping 

7.3.1 Piping Removed Without Flushing 

Most of the aboveground piping associated with the vessels will be removed without any attempt to 
decontaminate it. This waste will be tested for radioactivity content, but no leach tests will be run on the 
material. It will be assumed to be RCRA hazardous. Mixed waste will be sent to Envirocare of Utah for 
disposal, if that site’s waste acceptance criteria can be met. Alternatively, mixed waste can be sent to the 
Hanford mixed-waste disposal facility 
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7.3.2 Piping Removed After Flushing 

Any piping that does not meet the final action levels after flushing will be removed from the 
system for disposal as waste. This waste will be managed in the same way as the segments of washed 
vessels that must be removed. 

7.4 Personal Protective Equipment and Other Solids 

Personal protective equipment and miscellaneous solid waste will be sampled and managed in the 
same way as the segments of washed vessels that must be removed. 

7.5 Liquid Waste 

The water removed from the vessels during cleaning will be sent to the PEWE. A connection will 
be made to line PLA-104803 so the wastewater can be pumped directly to the facility. The water in each 
polyethylene tank will be sampled and analyzed for chloride and radioactivity content before it is 
transferred. The subcontractor will be responsible for field characterization of the water. 

8. COST ESTIMATE 

The costs for that various segments of this closure process are: 

• Mockup testing: $2,250,000 

• Vessel cleaning: $4,240,000 

• Pipe cleaning and removal: $990,000 

• Vessel removal: $330,000. 

The costs for vessel removal and pipe cleaning and removal represent worst-case estimates. That is, 
these costs are based on all of the piping and all of the process vessels being removed. 

Further description of the cost estimate, along with the estimate details, is provided in Appendix C. 

9. SCHEDULE 

A summary schedule is shown in Table 5. This schedule assumes that vessel cleaning will not 
begin until Fiscal Year (FY) 2004. Vessel cleaning will precede flushing of piping associated with the 
vessels. All flushing work and removal above grade piping must be complete before any vessel 
demolition can begin. 

A detailed schedule is provided in Appendix D. 
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Table 5. Schedule of activities. 
Category Activity Description Start End 

Mockup Testing Prepare TRA facility 10/1/02 11/15/02 
 Procure and install mockup equipment 10/1/02 2/12/03 
 Conduct mockup tests 2/13/03 6/18/03 
 Prepare test report 6/18/03 8/31/03 

Vessel Cleanout Prepare work packages 10/1/02 9/26/03 
 Prepare subcontract RFP 1/2/03 4/30/03 
 Subcontract bid, evaluation, and award 5/1/03 6/30/03 
 Fabricate vessel penetration lids 1/2/03 3/31/03 
 Procure equipment not included in mockup tests 1/2/03 3/31/03 
 Erect scaffolding for filter backwash tank, clarifier, ion 

exchange vessels, and regenerant solution tank 
4/1/03 6/1/03 

 Install government-furnished equipment 6/1/03 10/21/03 
 Mobilize subcontractora 10/1/03 10/22/03 
 Perform vessel cleanout 10/22/03 3/1/04 
 Complete shipment of HICs to RWMC 3/1/04 4/15/04 

Vessel Removalb Prepare work packages 6/25/03 9/19/03 
 Demolish vessels and clean enclosures 7/8/04 9/15/04 

Pipe Inspection, Cleaning, 
and Removal 

Prepare work packages 10/21/02 6/1/03 

 Perform aboveground pipe cleaning 4/12/04 6/11/04 
 Perform aboveground pipe removal 7/8/04 9/29/04 
 Perform belowground pipe inspection and cleaning or 

removal 
3/15/04 2/28/05 

a. Subcontractor will not be mobilized until the closure plan has been approved. 
b. No work on vessel removal will be done in FY 2003.
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Vessel Cleanout Piping and Instrument Diagram 
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Piping Cleanout and Removal Sketches 
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Mockup Testing Sketches 
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Appendix B 

EDF-2202
VCO: CPP-603 Basin Water Treatment System

Piping Removal (Preliminary Study) 

EDF-2273
Integrity Testing of CPP-603 Waste Water Transfer Lines 
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Cost Estimate Details 
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Detailed Schedule 
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